
22 Gold ExperieNce

  Reading (SB pages 20–21) 

To start
 Bring a large ball or soft toy in the class. Ask students to 
stand or sit in a circle. Tell students that the theme of  this 
unit is technology and that they will learn lots of  really useful 
vocabulary on this subject. 
  Say that you want to � nd out how much your students 
already know. Explain that you are going to throw the ball 
around the class to di� erent students. The students need 
to catch the ball and say a word to do with technology: it 
can be a verb, a noun or an adjective. If  students repeat a 
word which has already been said, they are out of  the game. 
Continue until there is only one student (the winner) left. 
Write new vocabulary on the board.  

 Power up 
  1  Focus students’ attention on the list of  items. Tell them 

which one you � nd most useful and why, e.g.  I � nd social 
networking sites the most useful because I can use them to 
keep in touch with all my friends and � nd out what’s happening 
in the world.  Organise students into pairs. Give them a few 
minutes to talk about what they � nd most useful. Circulate 
as students complete the activity, encouraging them to 
give reasons for their answers. Open this up into a class 
discussion, generating as much vocabulary as possible and 
writing useful vocabulary on the board. Conduct a class vote 
to see which of  the items discussed are most (and least) 
popular. 

 Students’ own answers. 

 Read on 
  2  Elicit the meaning of  the word  entrepreneur  (a person who 

sets up a business) and drill its pronunciation: /ˌɒntrəprəˈnɜː/. 
Check understanding by asking students if  they can think of  
any famous entrepreneurs in their own country. 

    Read the title of  the article aloud and elicit the meaning 
of  the word  triumph  (a great success). If  necessary, pre-
teach the following words:  summarise  (to shorten a text to 
give the main points of  something),  out of  the blue  (when 
something happens which you weren’t expecting),  inspired  
(made someone feel that it is possible to achieve something 
great) and  set your mind on something  (to decide what you 
want to do and stick with it). Check students understanding 
by asking questions, e.g.  If  you summarise something do you 
make it longer or shorter?  (shorter)  Is it easier to understand or 
more di�  cult?  (easier)  If  something happens out of  the blue ,  
is it a surprise?  (yes ) Do your English tests usually come out of  
the blue?  (no)  Who inspires you? Why? If  you set your mind on 
something ,  are you very sure you want to do it?  (yes)  Who can 
tell me about a time they set their minds on something?  Focus 
students’ on the question:  What did Nick and Nina create?  
and ask them to read the text quickly to � nd the answer.  

 Nick created an app that summarises news stories. 
 Nina created an app that gives users prompts/tips to help them 
remember their passwords more easily. 

   3  Read the Skill advice aloud to your students and then focus 
their attention on the questions. Students then read the 
article again more slowly and choose the correct answer for 
each question. Allow students to check their answers with a 
partner before conducting whole class feedback. 

  1  C     2  D     3  D     4  B     5  A     6  C 

  4  Students read the de� nitions and then � nd words in the 
article which have the same meaning. Check answers around 
the class, focusing on the pronunciation of  di�  cult words, 
e.g.  achievable  /əʧi:vəbəl/. Write words with more than 
one syllable on the board and elicit where the stressed 
syllable lies in each one.  

  1  d     2  c     3  f      4  g     5  b     6  e     7  a 

Making it happen02
Reading: multiple-choice questions

Vocabulary: technology; inventors and inventions

Grammar: past simple, past continuous, used to, 
would; pronouns

Listening: sentence completion

Speaking: collaborative task

Writing: writing an article
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 Sum up 
  5  Ask students to choose either Nick or Nina. Tell them 

that they are going to summarise the story of  their chosen 
entrepreneur. Read the questions aloud to your students and 
give them a few minutes to prepare what they are going to 
say. Use a show of  hands to � nd out which entrepreneurs 
your students have chosen. Ask those who have chosen 
Nick to � nd a partner who has chosen Nina. Students then 
tell their partner about their chosen entrepreneur. Monitor 
and support students as necessary. Note down inaccuracies 
and good use of  the new language for the feedback session. 

 Students’ own answers. 

 Speak up 
  6  Tell students about your favourite phone app, e.g.  I have a 

phone app which helps me to manage my money. It reminds me 
when I have bills to pay and lets me know how much money I 
have to spend every month. I love it because I’m not very good 
with money and it really helps me.  Give students a minute to 
tell their partner about their favourite phone app before 
opening this up into a whole class discussion. Generate as 
much vocabulary as possible and encourage students to 
give reasons for their choices. Organise students into small 
groups to talk about the phone app they would create and 
what it would do. When time is up, ask one student from 
each group to report back on their app. (If  you have plenty 
of  con� dent students in your class they can come up to 
the front of  the class to talk about their idea and write the 
name of  their app on the board.) Encourage students to 
give feedback to their peers and conduct a class vote to see 
which idea is the most popular. 

 Students’ own answers. 

To finish
 Ask students if  they have ever watched Dragon’s Den or 
an equivalent TV programme in their country. Elicit what 
happens on this programme (an entrepreneur pitches their 
business idea to some investors in the hope that they will get 
some money to fund their project). Organise students into 
pairs. Tell them to choose one of  the apps they invented in 
Exercise 6 to present to Dragons’ Den to get some money to 
help grow their business. Give them a few minutes to think 
about the following:

  Why is their app so unique?

  Why will it sell well?

  Why should Dragon’s Den invest their money in it?

 Divide the class into two groups: dragons and entrepreneurs. 
The entrepreneurs have one minute to pitch their idea to the 
dragons. The dragons are only allowed to invest their money 
in one idea. Once all the entrepreneurs have had a minute to 
pitch their ideas they should swap sides, so that the dragons 
get a chance to pitch their ideas. Conduct class feedback and 
elicit which ideas got the most money. Was this because the 
ideas were good or because they were well-presented?

  Homework 
 MyEnglishLab 

 Vocabulary 1 (SB page 22) 
 Technology 

To start
Ask your students to remind you who Nick and Nina are 
(they are the entrepreneurs students read about in the 
reading lesson). Organise the class into two groups: one 
side for Nick and one side for Nina. Within the large groups 
students should work in pairs. They have one minute to 
remember and write down as many facts as they can about 
their entrepreneur. Stop the class after one minute and count 
up the facts from each pair. Award extra points for good use 
of  new language. The pair with the most points is the winner.

      1  Read the words in the box aloud to your students. Drill 
pronunciation chorally and individually, focusing on potentially 
tricky words, e.g. virus /vaɪrəs/. Write the words on the 
board. Elicit and mark the stressed syllables. Students complete 
the sentences using the words in the box. Allow students to 
check their answers with a partner before conducting class 
feedback. Try to personalise the new language where possible 
by asking students questions about themselves, e.g.  Are you on 
Twitter ,  Akeel? How often do you tweet?  

  1  code     2  virus     3  website     4  battery       5  connection     6  tweet 

  2  Students choose the correct verb to complete the 
conversations. When they are ready, ask them to practise 
the conversations in pairs. Circulate, focusing on accurate 
pronunciation of  the new language and natural sounding 
intonation. Conduct class feedback. Ask students to suggest 
alternative sentences for the verbs which weren’t needed, 
e.g.  hacked ,  charge ,  access ,  programmed  and p rogram . 

  1  deleted     2  update     3  scroll       4  downloaded     5  charge 

Word XP
Read the information in the Word XP aloud to your 
students. Elicit some examples of  phrasal verbs from your 
students. Remind them that it can be di�  cult to guess the 
meaning of  phrasal verbs even if  you know the meaning of  
their separate parts.

    3  Ask students to complete the sentences with the words and 
phrases in the box. When they are � nished they compare 
their answers with a partner. Play the recording so that 
students can check their answers. 
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 ➤   Track 2.1 
  Student A:    I had great fun doing my technology project last night 
– not! 
  Student B:    Oh! What happened? 
  Student A:    Well, I wanted to follow up an interesting idea my 
teacher mentioned to me about looking at the inside of  a computer. 
I belong to an online technology forum, but when I tried to log on 
to the website, I found that I couldn’t remember my password! So 
then I had to email them for a new one! After a bit, they sent me a 
new password, so I keyed that in and I could � nally start working. I 
found some good diagrams, but they were really detailed – I needed 
ones that were much simpler. Finally, I worked out a solution to 
that problem as well – I zoomed in on di� erent bits of  the diagram 
and printed them o� . Then I put the bits together to make a nice 
big diagram to go in my project. In the end, I was happy with what 
I’d done, but by the time I turned o�  the computer, it was after 
midnight. 

  1  f  (an interesting idea)     
2  e (website)       
3  a (password)   
 4  d (solution)     
5  c (diagram)       
6  b (computer )

  4  Ask students to � nd and circle the phrasal verb in each 
sentence in Exercise 3. Check answers around the class, 
ensuring that students understand the meaning of  the 
phrasal verbs by using concept questions, e.g.  If  you zoom in 
on something ,  does it become bigger or smaller?  (bigger).  

  1  followed up     
2  log on     
3  key in     
  4  work out     
5  zoom in     
6  turn o�        

  5  Give students a minute to silently skim read the article. 
Ask questions to check their understanding, e.g.  Why did 
Cameron’s father get such a large bill?  (because Cameron 
had bought a lot of  extras when he was playing computer 
games).  Did Cameron mean to spend all the money?  (no, 
he didn’t realise he was spending real money).  What cost 
£77.98?  (a chest of  gold coins). Focus students’ attention 
on the words in the box and tell them to complete the 
article with the words (there are two which aren’t needed). 
Allow students to check their answers with a partner before 
reading the article around the class. 

  1  online     2  click     3  virtual     4  software 

Game on
Organise the class into two teams (ideally facing each 
other in two lines). Move along the lines, asking students 
from alternate teams to say a new technology word they 
have learned this lesson. Award extra points for accurate 
pronunciation and bonus points if  students can make a 
sentence using their word. The team with the most points at 
the end of  the game is the winner.

To finish
Ask: What technology can you � nd in this school? Elicit as much 
vocabulary as possible. Ask students to make a lea� et for 
new students arriving at the school. It should contain the 
following information: how to access the school computer, 
how to navigate the school website, how to � nd the school 
on Facebook. Display the posters on the wall and photocopy 
the best example to give to new students.

   Homework 
 Workbook pages 10–11 
 MyEnglishLab 
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Grammar 1 (SB page 23) 
 Past tenses 

To start
Ask students to think about what they did yesterday. Give 
them one minute to write down all the technology they 
remember using. When time is up, ask them to write 
sentences about all the technology they used. Keep the 
pace brisk, by giving another time limit of  one minute. 
Students read out their sentences. Check for correct usage 
of  past tenses. Ask students to decide who used the most 
technology yesterday.

Grammar XP
 Read the information and examples in the Grammar XP box 
with the students. Write some sentences about yourself  on 
the board using the target language, e.g.

  I really liked learning languages at school. I went to university and 
studied French and Italian. 

  When I was studying languages at university, I decided to be a 
teacher.

  I used to like playing basketball.  

  When I was at university, I would go swimming every day. 

  Focus on the past simple and past continuous sentences. 
Point to the past simple sentence and ask: What happened 
� rst? (liking languages at school) What happened next? 
(going to university) Write the numbers ‘1’ and ‘2’ over 
the sentence to show the past simple is used to describe a 
sequence of  events. Draw students’ attention to the verb 
forms (regular liked and irregular went). 

  Then focus on the past continuous example. Ask: Which 
happened � rst? (studying languages) Draw a wavy line on the 
board and write studying languages underneath it. Then draw 
an arrow to show the past simple verb decided interrupting 
the continuing (un� nished) process of  studying. Focus 
students’ attention on the past continuous form (was/were + 
verb + -ing).

 Finally, look at the two examples of  would and used to. Elicit 
why would could not substitute used to in the sentence I used 
to like playing basketball (because liking is a situation rather 
than a habit). Ask students to write their own used to and 
would sentences. Conduct class feedback.

 

    1  Ask students if  they have ever been to a technology exhibition 
and elicit what you might expect to � nd at one, e.g.  exciting 
new gadgets ,  robots ,  computers . Students complete the text 
messages with the past simple or continuous forms of  the 
verbs in brackets. Allow students to check their answers with 
a partner before conducting class feedback.  

  1  tried on     
2  was walking    
 3  lit up     
4  told     
5  were talking     
6  checked out     
7  informed 

  2  Students read the sentences and choose  used to ,  would  or 
both. Check answers around the class, asking students to 
explain their choices. 

  1  Did he use to       
2  used to/would (both answers are correct)    
 3  didn’t use to     
4  used to     
  5  used to/would (both answers are correct) 

  3  Give students a minute to quickly read the blog. Ask 
questions to check understanding, e.g.  What was the 
advertisement for?  (a table tennis robot);  Why couldn’t Tom 
get one for his birthday?  (it was too expensive);  Why didn’t 
Tom want to play table tennis with Cheng?  (because he’s too 
good). Students complete the blog with the correct form of  
the verbs in brackets, using  used to  wherever possible. Read 
the blog post around the class during feedback. 

  1  was reading     2  saw     3  thought       4  was/used to be     
5  was dreaming       6  came     7  asked     8  took     
9  shook       10  used to go 

 Write on 
  4  Tell students about a gadget you enjoyed using when you 

were younger, e.g.  When I was younger I had a little electronic 
tennis game which I really enjoyed playing because it played 
music.  Alternatively, you could amuse your students by telling 
them that there were no gadgets when you were younger, 
giving some examples of  all the old-fashioned things you 
used to do. Ask students to write about a gadget they used 
to like. Circulate as students write, o� ering support where 
necessary and checking they are using the past simple, past 
continuous,  used t o and  would  accurately. Nominate a few 
students to read their work aloud to the rest of  the class.   

 Students’ own answers. 

To finish
 Play Two truths and a lie with your students to practise the 
use of  would and used to. Write three sentences on the board 
(two true and one lie), e.g.

  I used to have blonde hair.

  I used to be a long distance runner.

  When I was a child, I would sleepwalk almost every night.

 Ask students to see if  they can spot which of  the three 
sentences is a lie. Now ask students to write two truths and 
a lie of  their own. Encourage them to use both used to and 
would. Students then play the game in small groups. Circulate, 
checking they are using the new language correctly.

 Homework 
 Workbook pages 12–13 
 MyEnglishLab 
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 Vocabulary 2 (SB page 24) 
 Inventors and inventions 

To start
 Write the headings food, clothes and games on the board. 
Write one sentence about what you used to do as a child for 
each, using used to, e.g. 

 I used to hate spinach, but I don’t mind it now. 

  I used to wear terrible clothes because my mum dressed me.  

  I used to love skipping with a rope. 

 Ask students to write down sentences about themselves for 
each heading and share them with a partner. Ask students 
to report back and share something funny or surprising they 
learned about their partner. 

      1  Focus students’ attention on the four nouns. Write them 
on the board and drill the pronunciation of  each. Elicit and 
mark the stressed syllables. Ask students to tell you what 
each item does, e.g.  What does a calculator do?  (It does your 
sums for you). Students write down the verb that each noun 
comes from. Conduct feedback orally. 

   1  calculate     2  invent     3  program       4  transmit 

Word XP
 Read the information in the Word XP box with the students. 
Ask if  they can think of  any more nouns which have -er/-or 
endings, and write ideas on the board. 

    2  Students complete the sentences by forming nouns from 
the verbs in brackets. Allow students to check their answers 
with a partner before reading the sentences around the 
class. Focus on natural sounding pronunciation and word 
stress. 

  1  ampli� er(s)     2  receiver     3  generators       4  scanner, photocopier 

Word XP
 Write the word play on the board. Add the pre� x re- to the 
beginning of  play. Ask students what they think replay means 
(to play again) and elicit the meaning of  the pre� x re- (to do 
something again). Now write the word agree on the board. 
Add the pre� x dis- and elicit how you have just changed 
the word’s meaning (you have made it mean the opposite). 
Elicit that adding dis- to some verbs can make them have the 
opposite meaning. 
 Read the information in the Word XP box with the students. 
Encourage them to think of  other examples of  verbs which 
can have their meanings changed by these two pre� xes.

    

3  Students complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs, adding the pre� xes  re-  and  dis -. Check answers orally. 

  1  replay     2  disappear, reappear       3  disconnect     4  rerecord 

  4  Focus students’ attention on the title of the article, and ask 
them to predict which inventions might be mentioned. Write 
students’ ideas on the board. Give students one minute to read 
the article in silence.  Check understanding by asking students: 
 Which four inventions does the article mention?  (the printing press, 
canned food, computers and transmitters). Students complete 
the article with the correct form of the words in capitals. Allow 
students to check their answers quickly with a partner before 
reading the article around the class. Ask students to close their 
books and remember one fact about each of the inventions. 

  1  printer     2  explorer     3  creator     4  inventor     5  distrusted     
6  refrigerator     7  programmer     8  transmitter 

 Speak up 
  5  Look at the board and direct students’ attention to their 

predictions about inventions in Exercise 4. Organise students 
into pairs and ask them to discuss what they think the 
great inventions in history are, encouraging them to add 
to the examples already collected on the board. Circulate 
as students discuss their ideas, encouraging them to give 
reasons for their suggestions. Conduct class feedback, 
nominating a student from each pair to report back on 
their ideas. 

 Students’ own answers. 

To finish
 Write vocabulary words from the lesson on a piece of  paper 
and cut them up into strips. Organise the class into two 
teams. Give one member of  each team a word. They must 
describe the word to the rest of  their team (without saying 
the actual word). Give them a strict time limit of  one minute 
to do this. As soon as the team has guessed their word, give 
them a new word (and choose a new student to describe the 
word). The team which manages to guess the most words 
correctly is the winner.  

    Homework 
 Workbook page 11 
 MyEnglishLab 
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Grammar 2 (SB page 25) 
 Pronouns 

To start
  Remind your class that the last lesson focused on great 
inventions. Tell students that there have also been some very 
bad inventions. Give an example of  an invention you think is 
bad, e g. 

  I think that mobile phones are a bad invention because it’s really 
hard to be alone now. 

 Ask students to work with a partner and decide what their 
bad invention is and why they think it is bad. Elicit ideas from 
a few pairs. 

Grammar XP
  Read the information and examples in the Grammar XP box 
with the students. Then write personal examples of  each type 
of  pronoun use on the board. Make sure that you muddle the 
order, so that the examples you use do not correspond to 
those given, e.g.

 a) I emailed my project to myself so that I didn’t lose it. 

  b) You’re so clever! You’ve done this grammar exercise all by 
yourself !
  c) My mum taught herself how to read when she was three 
years old. 

 Ask students to identify which kind of  re� exive pronoun is 
used in each case (a = with a preposition, b = for emphasis, 
c = when the subject and object are the same). Draw 
students’ attention to the word stress (in re� exive pronouns 
the stress is on the second syllable, and the � rst syllable is 
often pronounced very weakly, e.g. yourself  /jɔːˈself/.)  

  1  Students complete the sentences with re� exive pronouns. 
Check answers around the class, asking students to justify 
their answers. 

  1  (all by) yourself      
2  herself, itself      
3  myself      
4  themselves   
 5  ourselves 

  2  Give students a minute to quickly read the text. Check 
students’ understanding by asking:  What were the friends 
playing?  (Sports Connection on Wii U);  What kind of  sports 
did they play?  (tennis and go-kart racing);  Did they play 
anything else?  (no). Ask students if  they like playing sports 
on Wii and ask them to tell you about sports they like. 
Students � nd the possessive pronouns in the text. Read 
the text around the class, asking students to say ‘Beep!’ (or 
something similar) when they � nd a possessive pronoun. 

 Last night, two friends of   ours , Stella and Ricky, came round to our 
house to play  Sports   Connection  on Wii U. They brought a couple of  
other games of   theirs  for us to play as well, but we didn’t have time 
in the end. Since the game was  his , Ricky started o�  with the game 
pad, but he also let us have a turn with it later. It was really good fun! 
My best game was tennis and Stella was happy too, because  hers  was 
go-kart racing. 

  3  Students complete the sentences with possessive pronouns. 
Check answers orally. 

  1  mine     2  ours     3  yours     4  his     5  hers       6  theirs 

   4  Focus students’ attention on the title of  the blog. Ask them 
to tell you what they think the di� erent uses of  robots are, 
and write ideas on the board. Give students one minute to 
quickly read the text and ask them questions to check their 
understanding, e.g.  What uses for robots does the writer speak 
about?  (exploring space, performing operations)  What did 
the writer used to think about robots?  (that robots were only 
in science � ction � lms) .  Students complete the blog with one 
word in each space. Conduct class feedback, making sure 
you don’t accept the � rst answer you hear; go around the 
class and listen to a range of  student responses. 

  1  mine     2  myself      3  used     4  would       5  own     6  themselves
 7  himself      8  each 

To finish
 Remind students of  the Japanese inventor who invented a 
robot just like himself. Ask students: If  you invented a robot 
what would it look like? What would it be able to do? Would it be 
useful or would it be entertaining? 

 Ask students to work with a partner and design a robot. They 
should also draw a picture of  their robot. At the end of  the 
lesson, students can present their robot to the rest of  the 
class and describe what it can do.

    Homework 
 Workbook page 13 
 MyEnglishLab 
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Listening (SB page 26) 

To start
 Write a short conversation with errors on the board, e.g. 

 A: What a lovely dress? Did you make it by you?

  B: Yes, I did! I made it yourself. I’m going to wear it to a party 
tomorrow.

  A: Really! Well, enjoy you!

 Organise students into pairs and challenge them to correct 
the errors in the conversation as quickly as they can. The 
� rst pair to � nd and correct all the errors can read the 
conversation out to the class.  

 Power up 
  1  Organise students into di� erent pairs. Give them a one 

minute time limit to list the equipment in their home which 
depends on electricity and batteries, e.g. microwave, fridge, 
television, alarm clock, mobile phone, laptop, cooker, torch, 
freezer.  

  When the minute is up, � nd out which pair collected the 
largest number of  items. Ask students to read out their lists, 
writing down new vocabulary on the board.  

 Students’ own answers. 

  2  Focus students’ attention on the words in the box and 
explain that they are going to listen to a radio programme 
which contains these words. Read the words aloud to your 
students, drilling pronunciation chorally and individually. 
Students match the words in the box with their meanings. 
Check answers quickly around the class. 

  1  broadcast     2  engineering     3  research       4  electronic part     5  supply 

 Listen up 
  3  Focus students’ attention on the photograph of  Kelvin Doe 

and explain that he is a young inventor from Africa. Tell 
students that they are going to listen to the recording and 
write down all the di� erent things he has made. If  necessary, 
pre-teach the following:  dustbin  (where you throw your 
rubbish), a dvisor  (a person who can help you and give you 
advice),  went viral  (instantly became very popular online). 
Check students’ understanding by asking questions, e.g.  If  I 
really like something ,  do I put it in the dustbin?  (no)  What does 
an advisor give me?  (advice)  If  something goes viral ,  do very few 
people watch it?  (no)  Do lots of  people watch it?  (yes). Play the 
recording. Allow students to check their ideas with a partner 
before conducting class feedback. 

 ➤  Tracks 2.2 and 2.3 
 Kelvin Doe is a young inventor from Freetown in Sierra Leone, a 
small West African country that is bordered on one side by the 
Atlantic Ocean. He loves his country and he wants to do all he can to 
help it move forward into the technological age. 
 When Kelvin was only eleven years old, he started picking up 
electronic parts and bits of  metal from the dustbins in his area, and 
making things from them. He even discovered how to make batteries 
by himself ! 
 Kelvin was the youngest of  � ve children. He used to go to bed early, 
at around 7 p.m., then wake up again at midnight. He would then 
spread all the bits he’d found over the living room � oor and use the 
space as his workshop! He did what he could until his mother came 
downstairs and made him go back to bed again! 
 Kelvin’s house often had only one or two hours of  electricity a day, 
so Kelvin made a generator for their own supply. He also made 
a sound ampli� er and a microphone receiver. By the time he was 
fourteen, he was able to use all that equipment to start up his own 
radio station! 
 So Kelvin became a DJ – DJ Focus as he calls himself  – and broadcast 
to the residents of  his local neighbourhood. Radio is a very popular 
form of  entertainment in Sierra Leone, with about eighty-� ve 
percent of  the population having a radio and about seventy-two 
percent listening to it on a daily basis.  
 Meanwhile, in 2012, Kelvin’s radio transmitter was one of  the 
winning entries in a competition organised by David Sengeh from the 
Massachusetts Institute of  Technology – or MIT as it is known – and 
Kelvin was invited to travel to America. For a boy of  � fteen who had 
never travelled further than ten miles from his home, this was a life-
changing event. Fortunately, he had David as his advisor and he could 
rely on him for any help and guidance. 
 Kelvin gave talks to the students at MIT on the subject of  his 
inventions and he took part in research projects in the area of  
engineering. A YouTube video that David made about Kelvin’s US trip 
went viral within a few weeks, with over 3.5 million views! 
 A year later, Kelvin was back in the States, this time as a speaker at 
TEDxTeen, a programme of  events that highlight the work of  teens 
around the globe. He admitted that he was a bit nervous about 
speaking to such a large audience, but, in fact, he wowed them with 
his inspiring presentation. Kelvin was voted number forty-� ve of  the 
one hundred most creative people in business in 2013. 

 batteries, a generator, an ampli� er,  
 a microphone receiver, a radio transmitter,  
 a radio station 
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4  Read the Skill advice with the students. Give them one 
minute to read the gapped sentences and encourage them 
to think about what the missing words might be. Play the 
recording again. Check answers around the class.  

  1  country     
2  dustbins     
3  living room       
4  electricity     
5  radio    
 6  72/seventy-two       
7  competition    
 8  advisor     
9  inventions    
   10  nervous 

 Speak up 
  5  Ask students if  the radio is important in Sierra Leone. (yes). 

Ask if  they remember any more information about radio-
listening habits in Kelvin’s country (about 85 percent of  
people have a radio, and about 72 percent of  people listen 
to radio on a daily basis). Ask students to discuss radio in 
their country with a partner. 

 Students’ own answers. 

To finish
 Organise students into pairs and give each student a number: 
1 or 2. Number ‘1’s are going to play the part of  Kelvin Doe 
and number ‘2’s are going to interview him. Ask number ‘1’s 
to think about why they like inventing things, what inspires 
them, information about their childhood, and things they 
used to do. The interviewers should work together to write 
questions. Give students time to practise their roleplays, 
circulating and o� ering support where necessary. Ask a 
couple of  students to perform their roleplays to the rest of  
the class.  

  Homework 
 MyEnglishLab 

 

Speaking (SB page 27) 

To start
Organise students into pairs. Tell them they have one minute 
to remember as many facts as they can about Kelvin Doe. 
When the time is up, ask students to tell you how many facts 
they remembered. Go around the class, collecting facts and 
focusing on correct use and pronunciation of  vocabulary. The 
pair who collects the greatest number of  correct facts is the 
winner.

 Power up 
  1  Focus students’ attention on the photographs and ask 

them to describe what they see (an astronaut with Earth 
in the background; a woman interacting with a robot). Ask 
students to discuss the questions in pairs, giving reasons for 
their answers, e.g.  I think it would be exciting to travel in space 
because I’d like to see if  there really is life on other planets!  
Open this up into a whole class discussion. Generate as 
much new vocabulary as possible and write it on the board.  

 Students’ own answers. 

  2  Ask students what they might expect to � nd at a technology 
workshop, e.g. gadgets, computers, robots. Tell students 
that they are going to listen to two friends talking about 
technology workshops. They should write down three things 
they say they could learn.  

   Play the recording.  Allow students to check their answers 
with a partner and think of  some more ideas. Conduct class 
feedback and write students’ ideas on the board. 

 ➤  Tracks 2.4 and 2.5 
  Jason:    Hi, Anna. Have you heard? The headmaster is organising 
some technology workshops and he wants to know what we would 
learn from them. Then he’s going to decide which ones we’ll have. 
  Anna:    Cool! So what’s the � rst workshop? 
  Jason:    Er ... the � rst one is about robots. 
  Anna:    Great! Well, we could learn about the history of  robots and 
how they have developed over the years. 
  Jason:    Yes, that’s true. We could also learn about the use of  robots 
in � lms – you know,  Star Wars  and so on. 
  Anna:    I think that would be fantastic! I’m sure everyone would 
be really interested in that. And there’s also the use of  robots in 
medicine and in scienti� c research. I think that’s a topic we could 
learn a lot about.  
  Jason:    You’re right there. OK, so shall we move on to the next 
workshop? This one’s about some of  the ... 

 history and development, robots in � lms, robots in medicine and 
scienti� c research 
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3  Read the Language XP box with the students. Focus on 
natural sounding pronunciation and intonation. Tell students 
that they are going to listen to the recording again and note 
down the phrases from the box they hear being used. Check 
answers around the class. 

 Expressing agreement: 
  Yes, that’s true. You’re right there.  
 Speculating or discussing a possibility: 
  We could learn about ... , I think that would be fantastic! Everyone would 
be really interested ...  

 Speak up 
  4  Read the task aloud to your students. Ask students to match 

the points with the di� erent types of  workshops in the 
spidergram. Check answers orally, writing the workshops 
and points up on the board. Give students one minute to 
work in groups and think of  a few more ideas. Conduct class 
feedback.   

 web-based businesses: a, c 
 new technologies: g, i 
 digital photography: d, j 
 space exploration: b, h  
 inventions: e, f  

  5  Read the Exam advice with the students. Ask how they can 
react appropriately to what their partner says (by listening 
and using the language in the � rst Language XP box) and 
elicit why it is important to do so (because it shows that you 
are polite and that you respect the opinion of  your partner). 
Organise students into groups and ask them to discuss the 
question in Exercise 4. Monitor as they complete the task, 
checking that they are using the target language accurately. 
Conduct class feedback, focusing on good examples of  
language you have heard, and addressing any problems.   

 Students’ own answers. 

  6  Read the language in the second Language XP box with the 
students. Drill the phrases, focusing on natural sounding 
pronunciation, e.g.  I would de� nitely choose  
/aɪwʊdefɪnətli:ʧu:z/. Ask students to discuss which two 
workshops they � nd most interesting, using the phrases from 
the second Language XP box. Monitor, o� ering support 
as necessary.  

 Students’ own answers. 

  

7  Ask students to turn to page 152 of  the SB. Give them � ve 
minutes to jot down notes, making sure that they answer 
both parts of  the task (how the developments will a� ect our 
daily lives and which developments are the most important). 
Stress that they will need to be able to give reasons for their 
answers, and remind them to use the language from the 
Language XP boxes on page 27. Students complete Part 1 
of  the task. Circulate as students do this, listening and noting 
down any issues and any good examples of  target language 
use. 

  Give students a couple of  minutes to read the discussion 
questions in Part 2 of  the task and think about their answers. 
They should then discuss the questions, using the target 
language from the Language XP boxes where appropriate. 
Circulate, noting down accurate use of  the new technology 
lexis as well as language for agreeing, speculating and 
expressing preferences.   

 Students’ own answers. 

To finish
  Think of  something technological which you can’t do, but 
think your students can, e.g. 

  I don’t know how to upload music to my phone. 

 Tell your students that you would really like to be able to do 
this thing. Ask them to write instructions for you. Choose the 
instructions you � nd most useful. 

 Homework 
 MyEnglishLab 
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Writing (SB pages 28–29) 

To start
  Write the following sentence on the board:

 Robots should replace human teachers in the school.

 Organise students into two groups: for and against. Give 
students a minute to work with a partner and prepare their 
arguments. Students should take it in turns to give their 
opinions and respond to each other’s comments using the 
language they learned in the Speaking lesson.  

     Power up 
  1  Focus students’ attention on the photographs. Ask them 

to tell you what they see (a polar bear; a car accident). 
Organise students into small groups and ask them what 
they would do in these situations and how they could use 
a mobile phone. Open this up into a whole class discussion 
and write any new language on the board. 

 Students’ own answers. 

 Plan on 
  2  Focus students’ attention on the question. Ask them to read 

the article quickly and � nd out why the writer loves her 
mobile phone. Conduct class feedback and write students’ 
answers on the board. Ask:  Do you like your mobile phone ,  
Rafal?   Why?   What do you use it for?  Write down anything 
your student says which is di� erent from the article.  

I t’s the way she keeps in touch with her friends; it’s her ‘personal toy’, 
with her own ringtone, address book and special wallpaper; she uses it 
to take photos and videos, and listen to music 

  3  Read the items on the checklist aloud with the students. 
Students � nd an example of  each point in the article in 
Exercise 2. Elicit examples during class feedback. 

 your personal opinion: I don’t think I’ll ever get tired of  my mobile. 
 anecdotes: There was a man in Canada who ... 
 your personal experience of  the subject: It’s the way I keep in touch 
with my friends; I take photos and videos on it and I listen to music. 
 direct reference to the reader: Do you love your mobile? How about 
you? 
 an interesting title: Mobiles rule OK? 
 rhetorical questions: Why is my mobile so important to me? 

  4  Read the Skill advice with the students. Elicit how many 
paragraphs the article has (3). Ask students to identify the 
topic sentences in paragraphs 2 and 3. Check answers orally. 

 Paragraph 2: Why is my mobile phone so important to me? 
 Paragraph 3: Not only that, mobiles can also save lives – and in unusual 
ways! 

  5  Elicit the name of  the kind of  questions used in the article 
(rhetorical). Ask students to � nd the questions and elicit why 
the writer has used them (to involve the reader). Stress that 
rhetorical questions are a really good way to make writing 
more interesting and engaging for your readers. 

 Do you love your mobile? 
 Why is my mobile so important to me? 
 How about you? 
 The writer has used the questions to make the article more interesting 
and keep the reader involved.  

Language XP
  Read the rhetorical questions in the Language XP box with 
the students. Tell them they will refer back to this box later 
on in the lesson when they come to do their writing task.  

    6  Students complete the rhetorical questions with phrases 
from the Language XP box. Check answers orally. Elicit 
answers to the questions they have formed. 

  1  Have you ever     
2  What do you think       
3  Are you   
 4  How about you       
5  Do you (ever) 
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Write on 
  7  Read the announcement aloud with the students. Ask them 

to tell you which gadget they would choose to write about 
and write their suggestions on the board. 

 Students’ own answers. 

  8  Tell students they are going to write an article about the 
gadget they chose in Exercise 7. Read the three questions 
aloud and give them a few minutes to brainstorm some ideas 
with a partner. Circulate, o� ering support where necessary. 

 Students’ own answers. 

  9  Students plan their writing, using the article in Exercise 2 
to help them. Ask them to show you their completed plan 
before they go on to write their essay. 

 Students’ own answers. 

   10  Students write their article. After they have been writing 
for about ten minutes, ask them to stop and exchange their 
work with a partner. Encourage students to o� er their 
partner some constructive support and feedback, before 
continuing to work on their article. Tell students to use the 
check list in Exercise 3 to assess their work before bringing it 
to you. Read a few of  the articles aloud to your students and 
display them on the wall. 

 Students’ own answers. 
  Model answer  
 My Incredible ipad! 
 Are you crazy about your ipad? I am! I spend lots of  time on it and I 
am always getting into trouble from my mum and dad who say I spend 
far too much time on it!  
 So why do I love it so much? Well, I do everything on it: listen to 
music, check out social networking sites – I even do my homework 
on it! Not only that, I also use my ipad for lots of  really creative stu� . 
There is a really cool music-making app you can buy and I’ve already 
recorded lots of  tunes on it. I also use it to make short movies with 
my friends and family – it’s got a great movie-making app which gives 
really professional results. I entered a short movie I made on my ipad 
to a local � lm festival – and it won second prize! 
 I could never get bored with my ipad. It’s a really useful gadget which 
helps me to make amazing things. What do you think? 

To finish
  Put students into small groups and ask them to design a 
vocabulary activity for another group. Circulate to ensure 
that your students are designing doable activities. They can 
be straightforward translation from L1 if  this is easiest, or 
students can make simple sentence gap � lls or word searches. 
Ask groups to swap their activities and complete them.   

  Homework 
 MyEnglishLab 

 Switch on (SB page 30) 
 A handy app 
  1  Read the question aloud to your students. Organise students 

into pairs and ask them to choose the most common 
reasons why teenagers have problems with their friends. 
Monitor as students talk through their ideas, o� ering support 
where necessary. Nominate a few students to report back 
on their discussion. Read the second part of  the question 
aloud to your students. Ask your students to predict what 
Sean’s problem with his friend is. Play the video so that 
students can check their predictions. 

 Students’ own answers. 
Sean’s friend Ben misinterpreted something he said.

  2  Give students a minute to read the sentences. Play the video 
again, and ask students to decide whether the sentences 
are true or false. Give them a few minutes to discuss their 
answers with a partner before checking answers around the 
class. 

  A  F     B  T     C  F     D  T     E  F 

  3  Read the questions aloud. Ask students to tell you how Petri 
thought the app might be useful. Organise students into pairs 
and ask them to discuss whether or not they agree with 
Petri. Conduct class feedback. 

 Students’ own answers. 
She says the app might help people to communicate in a more 
positive way.

 Project 
  4  Organise the class into small groups. Read both options (A 

and B) and tell students that they need to choose an option. 
Monitor as students prepare their presentation, making sure 
that everyone in the group is participating equally. Bring the 
class together to watch the presentations and encourage 
students to o� er constructive feedback about each other’s 
work. 

 Students’ own answers. 
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Revision (SB page 31) 
  1  
  1  B    2   C     3  A     
4  C     5  B     6  B
   
2  
  1  was doing, rang     
2  got o� , waited       
3  used to    
 4  was watching, was chatting       
5  would ask    
 6  were living  
  
3  
  1  ampli� ers     
2  scanner     
3  collector       
4  disconnect     
5  competitors     
6  redo 
  
4  
  1  herself     
 2  themselves     
3  each    
 4  his       
5  myself     
 6  yours  
  
5  
  1  mine     
2  was     
3  herself      
4  own     
5  hers    
 6  used 

 Homework 
 Workbook pages 14–15 
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